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Let k be an algebraically closed field and G a linear algebraic group over k
acting rationally on a k-algebra V. Generalizing work of Moeglin and Rentschler in
characteristic zero, we study the action of G on the spectrum of rational ideals of
V. The main result is the following. Suppose that V is semiprime left Goldie. Let L
be a G-stable commutative semisimple subalgebra of the total ring of fractions
 . GQ V of V such that L s k ? 1 . This occurs, for example, if the zero ideal of V isL
 .G-rational and L is the center of Q V . Then there is, for some closed subgroup H
 . of G, a G-equivariant embedding n of L into Q GrH the algebra of rational
.  .  .functions on GrH such that Q GrH is purely inseparable over n L . This has
applications to the closure of the orbit of a rational ideal. Q 1996 Academic Press,
Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn the series of papers MR ]MR , Moeglin and Rentschler made1 4
essential contributions to the classification of primitive ideals in the
enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic zero see also Rentschler's survey
w x.article R . Their work involved studying rational actions of linear alge-
 .braic groups on noncommutative associative algebras. Moeglin and
Rentschler proved many interesting results in this context, in particular
 .about orbits of ``rational'' ideals see below . In this paper, we show that
some of their ring-theoretic results can be extended}with appropriate
modifications}to prime characteristic.
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To state the results, we fix some terminology. Throughout, k is an
algebraically closed field, and V is a k-algebra. We denote by G a not
.necessarily connected linear algebraic group over k, and assume that G
acts rationally on V. If H is a closed subgroup of G, we denote by
 .Q GrH the algebra of rational functions which are defined on dense
open subsets of GrH. For any semiprime left Goldie ring R, we denote by
 .Q R its total ring of fractions.
One of the major results of Moeglin and Rentschler in characteristic
zero is the following beautiful theorem: If the algebra V is semiprime and
left Goldie, and if L is a G-stable, commutative semisimple subalgebra of
 . GQ V such that L s k ? 1 , then there is a G-equivariant isomorphism nL
 . w xfrom L onto Q GrH for some closed subgroup H of G MR , I.29 .3
Moreover, H is unique up to conjugation. Here the action of G on
 .Q GrH is induced from the action on GrH. A particularly nice corollary
 .of this is the following: If the only central fixed elements in Q V are the
 .scalars in k we will see below that this happens in many important cases ,
 .  .then the center of Q V is G-equivariantly isomorphic to Q GrH for
some closed subgroup H of G.
As stated, these results do not hold in prime characteristic, see Example
3.2. However, one can always find, for some closed subgroup H of G, an
 .  .equivariant embedding n from L into Q GrH such that Q GrH is
 .purely inseparable over the image n L of L. This is the content of the
main result of this paper, Theorem 3.1. Here H is again unique up to
conjugation, see Corollary 3.7.
w xIn the apparently never published preprint MR , Moeglin and4
Rentschler study orbits of rational ideals. A prime left Goldie ideal J of V
 .is called rational if the only central elements in Q VrJ are the scalars in
k. Similarly, a G-stable semiprime left Goldie ideal I is called G-rational if
 .the only central fixed elements in Q VrI are again the scalars in k. Over
an algebraically closed field k, there are many examples of rational ideals:
If k is uncountable and V countably dimensional over k, then every
w xprimitive left Goldie ideal is rational, see, e.g., BGR, p. 25 . In characteris-
tic zero, the rational and primitive ideals of the enveloping algebra of a
finite-dimensional Lie algebra coincide. This is part of the Dixmier]
w x Moeglin equivalence; see R, 1.9; IS . Finally, for affine i.e., finitely
.generated k-algebras satisfying a polynomial identity, the rational ideals
 .are just the maximal ideals see Subsection 2.6 .
Assuming that every semiprime ideal of V is left Goldie, Moeglin and
Rentschler prove that an ideal I of V is G-rational if and only if there is
 . w xsome rational ideal J such that I s F g J MR , Theoreme 2 .Â Ág g G 4
w xTheir proof relies heavily on MR , I.29 . Using Theorem 3.1 instead, we3
extend this result to prime characteristic. This is Theorem 5.1, the second
main result of this paper.
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Combining Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, one obtains the following interesting
corollary about the closure of the orbit of a rational ideal: Assume that
every semiprime ideal of V is left Goldie. Let J be a rational ideal of V,
 .and set I s F g J . Then for some closed subgroup H of G, there isg g G
 .  .an equivariant embedding of the center of Q VrI into Q GrH such that
 .Q GrH is purely inseparable over the image.
Along the way, we prove in Section 4 the following result about the
action of an abstract group G on a ring R which is either Noetherian or
satisfies a polynomial identity. Namely, let P be a prime ideal of R, and
 .  .G  .set I s F g P . Then Q RrI embeds into Q RrP , see Proposi-g g G
tion 4.2. It is worth remarking that the proof in the Noetherian case uses,
apparently in an essential way, the concept of generic regularity, see
w xJ, McR .
Much of Moeglin and Rentschler's work carries over to prime character-
w xistic. To make it easier to consult MR , our basic reference, we adopted3
 .throughout most of its notation and terminology see Section 2 , even if it
is at times slightly non-standard. In writing this paper, it seemed unavoid-
able for the sake of clarity and intelligibility, to follow at times quite
.literally parts of the work of Moeglin and Rentschler. I have tried to point
this out in all important instances.
2. PRELIMINARIES
As stated in the Introduction, we adopt throughout most of the termi-
w xnology and notation of MR . In this section, we state conventions,3
relevant definitions, and some background material. At times, we follow
w xthe exposition in MR quite closely.3
2.1. Con¨entions and Definitions. Throughout, k is a fixed algebraically
closed base field, and all algebras are k-algebras. All tensor products are
over k, unless otherwise indicated. With the exception of Section 4, we
assume also that G is a linear algebraic group over k. We denote the
connected component of G by G8. We write all actions on the left. Actions
induced by left multiplication of G on itself are generally denoted by G,
while actions induced by right multiplication are denoted by D. For
 .  . y1example, given x, y g G, G x y s xy and D x y s yx . Similarly, if f is a
  . . .  y1 .   . . .rational function on G, then G x f y s f x y and D x f y s
 .f yx . Finally, with the exception of Section 4, V is an algebra on which G
 .acts rationally see below via a representation b.
 .For any semiprime left Goldie algebra R, we denote by Q R its total
  ..  .ring of fractions, and by Z Q R the center of Q R . Let I be a
  ..semiprime left Goldie ideal of an algebra R. If Z Q RrI s k, we say I
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is rational. Then I is necessarily prime. And if I is H-stable for some
  ..Hgroup H acting on R, we say that I is H-rational if Z Q RrI s k.
 .If Y is an algebraic variety over k, Q Y is the algebra of rational
functions which are defined on dense open subsets of Y. Given y g Y,
O and O denote the algebras consisting of all rational functionsy, Y  y ., Y
 .defined on some open respectively, dense open neighborhood of y in Y.
If the variety Y is clear from the context, we often use the simpler symbols
 .O and O . And if Y is an affine algebraic variety, we denote by A Y they  y .
algebra of regular functions on Y.
2.2. Rational Actions and the Map m. A linear action of G on a
finite-dimensional k-vector space W is called rational if the associated
 .group homomorphism G ª GL W is a morphism of linear algebraic
groups. If W is infinite dimensional, we say that G acts rationally on W if
W is the union of finite dimensional G-stable subspaces W such that thei
G-action on each W is rational.i
Contrary to our conventions, suppose for a moment that V is only a
k-vector space on which G acts via a linear representation b. One checks
readily that G acts rationally on V if and only if there is a linear map m :0
 .V ª V m A G satisfying the following property: Given x g V,k
m x s x m f g V m A G .  .0 i i
m x f g s b gy1 x for all g g G. .  . i i
This is the definition of a rational action used by Moeglin and Rentschler
w xMR , 0.4 . To understand it better, define the evaluation of a s  x m3 i
 . <  .f g V m A G at the point g g G to be a s  x f g . Then G actsgi i i
 .rationally on V if and only if there is a linear map m : V ª V m A G0 k
such that
y1m x s b g x for all g g G. .  .g0
Moeglin and Rentschler heavily use the properties of m and the related0
 .map m see below . We summarize here the most important facts; proofs
w xcan be found in MR , I.2]4 .3
Suppose that G acts rationally on a k-vector space V via a linear
 .representation b. We can extend the map m first A G -linearly to a map0
 .  .  .V m A G ª V m A G , and then Q G -linearly to a map
m : V m Q G ª V m Q G . .  .
One can check that both of these maps are isomorphisms. Moreover, if V
is an algebra and if the action b respects the algebra structure as we
.generally assume , then they are algebra isomorphisms.
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 .2.3. The Intertwining Properties of m. Several actions of G on V m Q G
are related to each other by m: For each g g G,
m( b m G g s id m G g (m 1 .  .  .  .  .
m( id m D g s b m D g (m. 2 .  .  .  .  .
These identities, which lie at the heart of the theory, are called the first
and second intertwining properties of m.
2.4. The Correspondences h and >. Let H be a closed subgroup of G.
 . >Let J be a b H -stable k-subvector space of V. We denote by J the
 .  .following Q GrH -submodule of V m Q GrH :
J> s my1 J m Q G l V m Q GrH . .  . .  .
 .  .  . .Given a Q GrH -submodule M of V m Q GrH which is b m G G -
stable, we denote by M > the following k-subvector space of V:
M > s m M m Q G l V . . .QG r H .
 .Then h and > are inverse bijections between the set of all b H -stable
 .subvector spaces of V and the set of all Q GrH -submodules of V m
 .  . . w xQ GrH which are b m G G -stable MR , I.4 . Moreover, these bijec-3
tions preserve inclusions and intersections.
Further properties of the correspondences h and > can be found in
w xparticular in MR , I.5]7 and I.30]37 ; the proofs of these results go3
through in prime characteristic without change. Note that the statement
 . w xof iii in MR , I.7 is incomplete since it does not refer to the action b of3
ÄG on V. One resolution is to require that G acts on B, say via b , and that
Ä .the map p m w : V m Q GrH ª B intertwines the actions b m G and b
.of G.
2.5. Of independent interest is the following result of Moeglin and
w xRentschler on localizations of rational actions MR , I.22 ; its proof goes3
through in prime characteristic.
THEOREM. Let V be a semiprime left Goldie k-algebra, and let G be a
linear algebraic group acting rationally on V. Let E be a G-stable subspace of
 .Q V . Then the action of G on E is rational if and only if it is locally finite
 i.e., if and only if e¨ery element of E is contained in some finite-dimensional
.G-stable subspace .
As a corollary, it follows that the stabilizer of a finite G-stable subset of
 .Q V is a closed subgroup of G of finite index, and so contains the
w xconnected component of G MR , I.23 .3
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2.6. We remarked in the Introduction that the rational ideals of an
affine PI-algebra V over the algebraically closed field k are just the
maximal ideals. We will not use this well-known fact in the sequel, and
include the short proof only for lack of a suitable reference.
 .If J is a rational ideal of V, then Q VrJ is finite-dimensional over its
w xcenter k by Kaplansky's theorem C, 12.5.6 . Hence VrJ is also finite-
dimensional over k, and so J is maximal since it is prime. Conversely, if J
 .is maximal or primitive , then Kaplansky's theorem implies that VrJ is a
simple algebra finite-dimensional over its center K. Since V is affine, K is
finitely generated as k-algebra and thus equal to k by Hilbert's Nullstel-
lensatz. Hence J is rational.
 .3. STABLE SUBALGEBRAS OF Q G
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a semiprime left Goldie k-algebra, and let G be a
linear algebraic group acting rationally on V ¨ia a representation b. Let L be a
 .  .commutati¨ e semisimple subalgebra of Q V which is stable under b G .
Suppose that L b G. s k ? 1 . Then there is a closed subgroup H of G and anL
 .injecti¨ e, G-equi¨ ariant homomorphism n from L into Q GrH such that
 .  .Q GrH is a finite purely inseparable extension of n L . Moreo¨er, H is
unique up to conjugation.
In characteristic zero, this result is due to Moeglin and Rentschler
w x  .MR , I.29 their assumption that V be two-sided Goldie is unnecessary .3
 .  .In that case, n L s Q GrH . Their proof consists of three steps: First
they reduce to the case that L is a field; we give a slightly more
 .elementary argument below Lemma 3.3 . Then they construct a G-
 . w e xequivariant injection n of L into Q G MR , I.29, 2 etape . HereÂ3
 .  .G-equivariant means that for all g g G, n ( b g s G g (n . This argu-
ment goes through in prime characteristic, and we do not reproduce it.
 .The final step consists essentially in characterizing the G G -invariant
 .subfields of Q G . Unknown to Moeglin and Rentschler, this had already
been done for connected groups in characteristic zero by Abe and Kanno
w xAK as part of their Galois type correspondence between the closed
 .subgroups of G and certain subfields of Q G ; see also Bialynicki-Birula
w xB . We redo this characterization in Proposition 3.4. Here one has to work
somewhat harder to take care of prime characteristic. The same is true for
 .the uniqueness of H Corollary 3.7 , which relies on Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.
We begin with a simple commutative example which illustrates Theorem
3.1. It shows in particular that in prime characteristic it is sometimes
 .impossible to find an equivariant surjection n from L onto Q GrH .
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w xEXAMPLE 3.2. Fix an integer n. Let V s k x be the commutative
polynomial ring, and let G s k* be the multiplicative group of k, the
 . . n  .one-dimensional torus. Let G act on V via b g x s g x. Write Q G s
 .  . .k y , where y is an indeterminate such that G g y s g y. Any map n
 .  .  .  .from L s Q V s k x to Q G s k y which intertwines the respective
actions of G has to send homogeneous elements of degree 1 to homoge-
 . nneous elements of degree n. Thus n x s ay for some nonzero a g k.
 w e xThis is the map one obtains when following MR , I.29, 2 etape ; there,Â3
.x y a is the generator of the ideal M of A. So independently of the
 .  n.choice of n , n L s k y .
The subgroup H of Theorem 3.1 consists of all g g G such that
 . n. n n nD g y s y g s y , see Proposition 3.4 below. Thus H is the subgroup
 .  n.  .DH .of nth roots of unity of G s k*. Clearly n L s k y : k y s
 .DH .  .Q G s Q GrH .
 .  .If k contains primitive nth roots of unity, then n L s Q GrH . This
happens, for example, if the characteristic is zero. But if char k s p is
< <  .prime and n is divisible by p, then H - n, and Q GrH is purely
 .  .inseparable over n L but not equal to n L . To be more explicit, if say
e  .  .  n.  .  m.n s p m where p, m s 1, then n L s k y , while Q GrH s k y .
 .So in this case there is no G-equivariant homomorphism from L s Q V
 .  .onto Q GrH for any closed subgroup H of G: Q G is not separable
 .  n.  .over n L s k y , but for any finite subgroup H of G, Q G is separable
 .  .DH .over Q GrH s Q G .
LEMMA 3.3. For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may assume that L is a
field.
Proof. Say L s L [ ??? [ L , where the L are fields. Let G9 : G be1 n i
 .the stabilizer of 1, 0, . . . , 0 . Then G9 contains the connected component
G8 of G, and G9 is closed in G; see Subsection 2.5. Consequently
 .L s 1, 0, . . . , 0 L is G8-stable, and so are the other L . Note that k s1 i
b G.  b G8.. b G r G8. b G8. b G8.L s L , and L s [L . Since GrG8 is a finitei
group, this implies that each L b G8. is integral over k and thus equal to k.i
Assume now that Theorem 3.1 holds if L is a field. Then there is a
 .closed subgroup H of G9 and a G-equivariant injection n : L ª Q G9rH1 1
 .  .such that Q G9rH is a field which is purely inseparable over n L .1 1
Since L b G. s k, G permutes the L transitively. Thus there are g , . . . ,i 1
 . .g g G such that b g L s L . Note that the g G9 are the distinctn i 1 i i
 .cosets of GrG9. We can write Q GrH s K [ ??? [ K where K s1 n 1
 .  . .  .Q G9rH and K s G g K s Q g G9rH . Now define n : L ª K byi i 1 i i i i
 .  y1 .  .n s G g (n ( b g , and set n s n , . . . , n . Then n is an injectivei i 1 i 1 n
 .  .algebra homomorphism from L to Q GrH such that Q GrH is purely
 .  .inseparable over n L . One readily checks that n intertwines b G and
 .G G .
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 .  .We now characterize the G G -stable subfields of Q G .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.4. Let L be a subfield of Q G which is G G -stable.
Then the group
H s g g G D g f s f for all f g L 4 .
 .is closed, GrH is irreducible, and the field extension L : Q GrH is finite
 .and purely inseparable. In particular, if char k s 0, then L s Q GrH .
w e xIn characteristic zero, this is the content of MR , I.29, 3 etape . AsÂ3
mentioned before, for connected groups in characteristic zero this result is
w xdue to Abe and Kanno AK, Sect. 1 . Their proof is rather terse; in
particular, it is not quite clear why their map t , which corresponds to ourÄ
  .  .p , is generically injective. Using their notation, given t x s t y , i.e.,Ä
 .  .  .  .f x s f y for all i, f x s f y may not hold for all f g L defined at xi i
.and y, as elementary examples show. We avoid this by proceeding first
w e xpartly along the lines of MR , I.29, 3 etape , concluding the proof laterÂ3
w xwith an argument similar to the one in AK, Sect. 1 . We begin with the
w e xfollowing lemma, which summarizes the first parts of MR , I.29, 3 etape .Â3
For later use, however, we work in greater generality, allowing homoge-
neous spaces GrK instead of only G. Also, the subalgebra L need here
not be a field.
 .LEMMA 3.5. Let K be a closed subgroup of G, and let L be a G G -stable
 .  .commutati¨ e semisimple subalgebra of Q GrK . Then there is an affine
 .¨ariety Y with Q Y s L and an affine dense open subset U of GrK such that
the following holds:
 .a The coordinate rings A of Y and B of U are direct sums of domains,
and A : B. If e is a nonzero primiti¨ e idempotent of A, then eB is a free
module o¨er eA.
 .  .b The inclusion p *: L ª Q GrK induces a surjecti¨ e morphism p :
U ª Y. Moreo¨er, each irreducible component of U maps onto some irre-
ducible component of Y.
 .  .c Set A s O l L. For all g , g 9 g G, A s G g 9 A .g K g K . g 9g K g K
 .d For all g K g U, A s O .g K p g K ..
To simplify notation, we write here O instead of O , if the variety x .  x ., X
X is understood from the context. Thus O s O , and O sg K . g K ., G r K p g K ..
 .O where y s p g K . y ., Y
Proof. Note that 1 s 1 , since 1 is the only nonzeroL QG r K . QG r K .
 .  .G G -stable idempotent in Q GrK . Let A be an affine k-algebra con-
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 .tained in L such that Q A s L, and such that A is a direct sum of
domains. Set Y s Spec A. Let U be an affine dense open subset of
 .  .Q GrK , and let B be the subalgebra of Q GrK consisting of the
 .  .  .functions which are regular on U. Then Q B s Q GrK . Since A : Q B ,
there is some nonzero divisor f g B such that A : B . Replacing B by Bf f
and U by Spec B , we may assume that A : B. Like GrK, U is also thef
disjoint union of its irreducible components. Thus B is a direct sum of
domains. Say e , . . . , e are the primitive idempotents of A. Then each1 r
A s e A is an affine Noetherian domain, and A s [ A . Set B s e A.i i i i i i
Then the B are affine and Noetherian, and each nonzero element of A isi i
 w x.a nonzero divisor of B . By generic flatness see Ma, p. 158 , there arei
 .  .nonzero elements f g A such that each B is a free A -module.i i i f i fi i
Actually, we may even assume that each direct summand of B is a freei
 .A -module. Now f s f , . . . , f is regular in A and thus in B. We replacei 1 r
A and B by A and B , respectively, and set Y s Spec A and U s Spec B.f f
 .  .This proves a and b .
 .  .  .Part c is trivial since L is G G -stable and O s G g 9 O .g 9g K . g K .
 .We now prove d . The coset g K g U corresponds to a maximal ideal M
of B s B [ ??? [ B . Say M s M [ B [ ??? [ B , where M is a maxi-1 r 1 2 r 1
mal ideal of B . Say B s B [ ??? [ B , where each B is a domain1 1 1, 1 1, s 1, j
which is a free A -module. Say M s M [ B [ ??? [ B , where M1 1 1, 1 1, 2 1, s 1, 1
 .is a maximal ideal of B . Set m s M l A s M l A . Then p g k1, 1 1, 1 1 1 1
corresponds to M l A s m [ A [ ??? [ A . Now2 r
O s B [ Q B [ ??? [ Q B .  .  . .Mg K . 1, 1 1, 2 1, s1 , 1
[Q B [ ??? [ Q B , .  .2 r
and
O s A [ Q A [ ??? [ Q A . .  .  .p g K .. 1 2 rm
 .We have to show that O l L s O . Since L s Q A [ ??? [g K . p g K .. 1
 .Q A , it suffices to show thatr
A s B [ Q B [ ??? [ Q B l Q A . .  .  .  .  . .M1 1, 1 1, 2 1, s 1m 1 , 1
 .  .  .Since Q A sits ``diagonally'' in Q B s [Q B , we may restrict1 1 1, j
attention to the first component and thus assume that B s B s B and1 1, 1
that A s A are both domains. So M s M , and m s M l A. We have1 1, 1
 .to show that A s B l Q A .m M
Clearly A : B . Now say brt s ars where b g B, t g B _ M, a, s gm M
 4A, and s / 0. We have to show that ars g A . Let y be a basis of Bm i
over A. Write b s  b y and t s  t y with b , t g A. Then bs s ati i i i i i
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implies that b s s at for all i. Since t f M, there is some i such thati i 0
t f m. Then brt s ars s b rt g A .i i i m0 0 0
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Given f g L, denote by H its stabilizer underf
 .  . y1the action of D G . Choose a, b g A G such that f s ab . Then for any
 .   . .   . .g g G, D g f s f iff D g a b s D g b a. This implies easily that H isf
closed. Hence also H s F H is a closed subgroup of G.f g L f
Denote by w : G ª GrH the canonical projection. Recall that we
 .  .DH .   ..usually identify Q GrH with Q G s w* Q GrH . So we have to
 .DH .show that GrH is irreducible, and that Q G is a finite purely
inseparable extension of L.
 .We apply Lemma 3.5 with K s 1, i.e., with Q G . Since here L is a
field, A is a domain, and we have a surjective morphism p from an affine
dense open subset U of G onto Y s Spec A. In fact, p maps every
irreducible component of U onto Y. To avoid confusion, we will think of
the elements of L only as rational functions on G; we will denote the
 .  .algebra of rational functions on Y by Q Y . Of course, Q Y is isomorphic
 .to L via p *. Also, we think of A as a subset of Q Y . With these
 .conventions, part d of Lemma 3.5 reads now as follows: For all g g U,
O l L s p * O . 3 . .g . p g ..
We show next that for g , d g U,
p g s p d m g g dH . 4 .  .  .
Suppose g s d h for some h g H. Choose any f g A. Then
f p g s p *f g s p *f d h s p *f d s f p d .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .DH .  .  .since p *f g L : Q G . Consequently, p g s p d . Conversely, sup-
 .  .  .pose p g s p d . Suppose f g L : Q G is defined at both g and d . By
 .  .  .3 , f s p * f 9 for some f 9 g O l O . Consequently, f g sp g .. p d ..
  ..   ..  .  .f 9 p g s f 9 p d s f d . Now let f g L : Q G be arbitrary. Say f is
defined on the dense open subset W of U. The set
< 4X s g g G gg , gd g W s D g W l D d W .  .
 y1 .is a dense open subset of G. Let g g X. Then G g f is defined at both
  y1 . . .   y1 . . .  .  .g and d , so that G g f g s G g f d , i.e., f gg s f gd . Since
 .this holds for all g in the dense subset X of G, it follows that D g f s
 .  y1 . y1D d f. So for any f g L, D d g f s f. Hence d g g H, i.e., g g dH,
 .proving 4 .
We now conclude the proof of the proposition. We may assume that Y
is contained in some affine space k n. Let x , . . . , x be the coordinate1 n
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 .   ..functions. Then p * x s x (p g L : w* Q GrH . So there are f gi i i
 .  .  .Q GrH such that p * x s w* f . Let U : U be a dense open subseti i 0
 .of G such that all f are defined on the dense open subset w U s U HrHi 0 0
 . n  .   .of GrH. Define a morphism p : w U ª k by p g H s f g H ,Ä Ä0 1
 ..  .  . .. . . , f g H for g g U . Let g g U . Then f g H s f (w g sn 0 0 i i
 . .  . .   ..w* f g s p * x g s x p g , so that p (w s p on U . In particular,Äi i i 0
we can consider p as a rational map GrH ª Y, and w*(p * s p *. SinceÄ Ä
 .p maps every irreducible component of U onto Y, and since p U is0
dense in Y, the restriction of p to every irreducible component of GrH isÄ
 .a dominant rational map. But by 4 , p is injective on the dense openÄ
 .subset w U of GrH. This implies that GrH must be irreducible. So0
 .   .. wQ GrH is a finite purely inseparable field extension of p * Q Y ; see H,Ä
x  .  .DH .Sect. 4.6 . Consequently, Q GrH , which we identify with Q G s
  ..    ...w* Q GrH , is a finite purely inseparable extension of w* p * Q Y sÄ
  ..p * Q Y s L. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
With Proposition 3.4, we proved the existence part of Theorem 3.1. We
still have to prove uniqueness, which we will derive as a corollary of the
next result.
LEMMA 3.6. Let H and K be closed subgroups of a linear algebraic group
 .  .  .G. Let L be a G G -stable commutati¨ e semisimple subalgebra of Q GrH .
 .  .Assume there is a G G -equi¨ ariant homomorphism c * from L into Q GrK
 .  .such that Q GrK is purely inseparable o¨er c * L . Then some conjugate of
H is contained in K.
 .Proof. Denote by p * the inclusion of L into Q GrH . We can apply
 .Lemma 3.5 simultaneously to the embeddings p *: L ª Q GrH and c *:
 .  .L ª Q GrK . Let y g Y, and choose g , d g G such that p g H s y s
 .c dK . Then
A s O s A .g H  y . d K
 . y1The stabilizer of g H g GrH under the action of G G is g Hg . So
y1g Hg stabilizes A . We will show that we may assume that theg H
y1 y1 y1stabilizer of A is dKd . This will show that g Hg : dKd , provingdK
the lemma.
 .In characteristic zero, c * is an isomorphism of L onto Q GrK . Thus
in this case, A s O . The stabilizer of O is equal to the stabilizerdK d K . d K .
 . y1of dK g GrK under the action of G G , which is dKd , as required.
 . p n  .Assume now that char k s p is prime. For some n, Q GrK : c * L .
 . p n  .Since Q GrK is G G -stable, and c * is equivariant, we may replace L
 .y1  . p n.by its subalgebra c * Q GrK . Denote by f the Frobenius map of
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 . p n  .Q GrK which sends x to x . It is a ring not algebra isomorphism
 .  . p nof Q GrK onto Q GrK . Note that for every g 9 g G,
p n
c * A s O l Q GrK s f O . . .  .g 9K g 9K . g 9K .
 .Consequently, the G G -equivariant map g 9K ¬ A is a bijection, prov-g 9K
y1ing that the stabilizer of A is indeed dKd .dK
COROLLARY 3.7. The subgroup H in Theorem 3.1 is unique up to conju-
gation.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds for two closed
subgroups H and K of G. By Lemma 3.6, each of H and K contains a
conjugate of the other. Since H and K are linear algebraic groups, this
implies easily that they are conjugate.
Maybe one should remark here that H is indeed only unique up to
y1  .  .conjugation: If K s g Hg for some g g G, then D g induces a G G -
 .  .DH .  .equivariant isomorphism from Q GrH s Q G onto Q GrK s
 .DK .Q G .
 .G  .4. EMBEDDING Q RrI INTO Q RrP
In this section, R is an associative ring, and G an abstract group acting
on R.
Let P be a prime left Goldie ideal of R, and suppose that I s Fg g G
 . w xg P is left Goldie. If R is commutative, Farkas F, Lemma 13 proved
 .G  .  .that Q RrI embeds into Q RrP . Braun observed unpublished that
  ..GFarkas' argument can be extended to show that in general Z Q RrI
  ..embeds into Z Q RrP . This is the content of the following lemma,
which will be used in the next section: One of the implications of Theorem
5.1 follows directly from it. I am grateful to Amiram Braun for allowing me
to include the proof of the lemma. Afterwards, we show that Farkas'
original result can be extended to at least certain classes of noncommuta-
tive rings: for example, if R is Noetherian or satisfies a polynomial
 .G  .identity, then Q RrI embeds again into Q RrP , see Proposition 4.2.
In the Noetherian case, the proof relies on the notion of generic regular-
ity; see Lemma 4.3.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a group acting on a ring R. Let P be a prime left
 .Goldie ideal of R, and set I s F g P . Suppose that the semiprime idealg g G
  ..G   ..I is left Goldie. Then Z Q RrI embeds into Z Q RrP .
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  ..GNote that Z Q RrI is a field. Indeed, denote by Q , . . . , Q the1 n
 .prime ideals of R minimal over I. Since Fg P s I, G permutes the Qi
 .  .  .transitively. Since Q RrI s Q RrQ [ ??? [ Q RrQ , it follows that1 n
 .G permutes the primitive central idempotents of Q RrI transitively.
 .Therefore the only fixed central idempotents of Q RrI are 0 and 1,
  ..Gimplying that Z Q RrI is a field.
Proof. We may assume that I s 0. Set R s RrP, and for a g R,
y1 G  ..denote by a the image of a in R. Let x s s r g Z Q R . Since
 .  .y1  .x s g x s g s g r , we may assume that s does not belong to P. Since
x is central and sx s r g R, it follows that RsRx : R. Since RsR maps
onto a nonzero ideal of R, RsR contains some element s which is regular1
y1 .modulo P. Set r s s x g R, and define w x s s r . We will show that1 1 1 1
G  ..   ..w is a well-defined ring homomorphism from Z Q R to Z Q R .
 .We first show that w x is central. Indeed, for all a g R, s ar s1 1
 .  .s as x s s xas s r as . In particular, s r s r s , and aw x s w x a for1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .all a g R. Consequently, w x is central in Q R .
Suppose s x s r g R for some s which is regular modulo P. Since the2 2 2
s are regular in R, the Rs are essential left ideals in R. Hence so is theiri i
intersection. Thus there is some s g R which is regular modulo P and3
such that s s bs s as q p for some a, b g R and p g P. Set r s3 2 1 3
y1 y1s x s br g R. By symmetry, it suffices to show that s r s s r .3 2 3 3 1 1
Since p s s y as , px s xp g R. And s pxs s xps r ps 0, implying that3 1 1 1 1
y1pxs 0. Thus r s as x q pxs ar , and s s as . Consequently, s r s3 1 3 3 31 1
y1  .s r s w x . So the map w is indeed well-defined.1 1
We next show that w preserves addition and multiplication. Given
  ..Gx , x g Z Q R , choose an s g R which is regular modulo P and such1 2
 .  .that r s sx g R. Since s x q x s r q r g R, w x q x si i 1 2 1 2 1 2
y1 2 .  .  .s r q r s w x q w x . And since s x x s sx sx s r r g R,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
y1 2 y1 y1 .  .  .  .  .  .w x x s s r r s s w x r s w x s r s w x w x . Finally, w1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
G  ..is injective since Z Q R is a field.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be either a Noetherian ring or a ring satisfying a
polynomial identity. Let G be a group acting on R. Let P be a prime ideal of
 .  .G  .R, and set I s F g P . Then Q RrI embeds into Q RrP . More-g g G
  ..G   ..o¨er, this embedding maps Z Q RrI into Z Q RrP .
This result should hold in greater generality. It might be sufficient if P
is left Goldie and I is Goldie on both sides. In fact, most of the proof goes
through in this generality. Only Lemma 4.3 requires stronger assumptions:
There we need additionally that RrI is left Noetherian or satisfies a
polynomial identity, or that RrP is a domain.
 .Proof. Factoring out by I, we may assume that I s F g P s 0.g g G
So R is now a semiprime left and right Goldie ring. If J is an ideal of R,
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 . we denote by C J the set of all elements of R which are regular i.e.,R
.not zero divisors modulo J. If R satisfies a polynomial identity, set
 .  .  .S s C 0 l Z R , and if R is left Noetherian or RrP a domain , setR
 . y1  .S s C 0 . In either case, S R s Q R . The key step of the proof isR
contained in the following lemma. In it, as in the remaining lemmas of this
section, we assume the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2, and the fact that
I s 0.
 .LEMMA 4.3. For each s g S, there is some g g G such that g s g S l
 .  .G  .C P . Moreo¨er, if sx s r g R for some x g Q R , then also g s x sR
 .g r g R.
 .  .  .Proof. Clearly g s x s g sx s g r . We need only to show that for
 .  .some g g G, g s g C P . This is trivial if R satisfies a polynomialR
 .  .identity: Since Fg P s 0, there is some g g G such that g s f P. Then
 .g s is central and nonzero modulo P, so regular modulo P. The same
argument works if RrP is a domain.
Assume now that R is left Noetherian. Let Q be a minimal prime ideal
of R which is contained in P. If H is the subgroup of G stabilizing Q,
 .  .  .then Q s F h P . Moreover, S s C 0 is contained in C Q . Sincehg H R R
 .the left Noetherian rings Rrh P all have the same uniform dimension,
  . < 4the family of primes h P h g H satisfies the generic regularity condi-
w xtion; see McR, 4.6.12 . Thus there is some ideal J strictly containing
  ..  .Q such that s g C h P whenever h P does not contain J. SinceR
 .  . y1F h P s Q is strictly contained in J, such h P exist. Then for g s h ,
 .  .g s g C P .R
 .G  .We can now define the map w : Q R ª Q RrP . For r g R, denote
G .by r the image of R in R s RrP. Given x g Q R , there is some s g S
 .such that sx s r g R. By Lemma 4.3, we may assume that s g C P . WeR
y1 .define w x s s r.
LEMMA 4.4. The map w is well-defined.
Proof. Suppose that for i s 1, 2 we have that s x s r g R with s gi i i
y1 y1 .S l CR P . We have to show that s r s s r . The argument in the1 1 2 2
last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.1 goes through, if we can show
that px s 0. Since R is right Goldie, xa g R for some regular a g R.
By Lemma 4.3, we may assume that a is regular modulo P. Since pxa s
pxas 0, it follows that pxs 0.
LEMMA 4.5. The map w is an injecti¨ e ring homomorphism, and maps
G  ..   ..Z Q R into Z Q R .
 .  .Proof. Clearly w 1 s 1. And if x is central in Q R , it follows as in the
 .  .proof of Lemma 4.1 that w x is central in Q R .
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We next show that w preserves addition and multiplication. Let x gi
 .GQ R . Then there is some regular s g R such that sx s r and sx s r1 1 2 2
both belong to R. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that s is regular modulo
y1 .  .  .  .P. Thus w x q x s s r q r s w x q w x , so that w preserves1 2 1 2 1 2
addition. Now r sy1 s ty1a for some a g R and t g S. Rewriting this, we1
obtain tr s as. Applying Lemma 4.3 with s9 s st, we may assume that1
both s and t are regular modulo P. Now tsx x s tr x s asx s ar g R,1 2 1 2 2 2
y1 y1 y1 y1 .so w x x s s t ar . From tr s as we conclude that t a s r s .1 2 1 12
y1 y1 .  .  .Thus w x x s s r s r s w x w x . So w is a ring homomorphism.1 2 1 2 1 2
 .Finally, we show that w is injective. Assume that w x s 0 for some
 .G  .x g Q R . If sx s r for some s g S l C P , this implies that r g P.R
Since R is right Goldie, there is some regular a g R such that xa g R.
 .Suppose x / 0. Then xa / 0. Since Fg P s 0, we may assume that xa
 .does not belong to P. But s xa s ra g P, contradicting the assumption
that s is regular modulo P. So x s 0, proving that w is injective. This
concludes the proof of the lemma and of Proposition 4.2.
5. G-RATIONAL IDEALS AND ORBITS OF RATIONAL
IDEALS
As an application of Theorem 3.1, we prove in this section the following
result. It applies in particular to left Noetherian algebras and algebras
satisfying a polynomial identity.
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a k-algebra such that e¨ery semiprime ideal of V
is left Goldie. Let G be a linear algebraic group acting rationally on V, and let
I be an ideal of V. Then I is G-rational if and only if there is a rational ideal J
of V such that
g J s I. .F
ggG
In characteristic zero, this result is due to Moeglin and Rentschler
w x MR , Theoreme 2 . Their assumption that all semiprime ideals beÂ Á4
.two-sided Goldie is unnecessary. One direction of the proof is an immedi-
ate consequence of Lemma 4.1: If such a rational ideal J exists, then
  ..G   ..Z Q VrI embeds into Z Q VrJ s k, so I is G-rational. One should
note, however, that Moeglin and Rentschler's longer proof of this direction
in characteristic zero gives much information about I and J which is not
recovered by our approach.
In proving the other direction, we follow the idea of Moeglin and
Rentschler's proof, making the appropriate modifications to account for
the fact that the map n in Theorem 3.1 is not onto. Part of this proof relies
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w xon Lemma 3.6. We will quote various results from MR which hold in3
 .prime characteristic see also Subsection 2.4 .
Proof. Assume that I is G-rational. We have to find a rational ideal J
 .such that Fg J s I. We may assume that I s 0. So V is now a semiprime
left Goldie ring. For simplicity, we reduce first to the case that G is
connected and V is prime. Since V is G-rational, the only central G-
 .invariant idempotents in Q V are 0 and 1. It follows that G permutes the
minimal prime ideals of V transitively. Let P be a minimal prime ideal of
  ..G8V. Then P is invariant under G8. Since the field Z Q VrP is integral
   ..G8.G r G8over Z Q V s k, it is equal to k, i.e., VrP is G8-rational. If J is
 .  .a rational ideal of V such that F g J s P, then F g J s 0.g g G8 g g G
Thus we may assume that G is connected and V is prime.
  .. GSet C s Z Q V . Then C is a field, and C s k. By Theorem 3.1,
there is a closed subgroup H of G with a G-equivariant morphism n :
 .  .C ª Q GrH , such that Q GrH is a finite purely inseparable extension
 .  .  .of n C . Set B s Q V m Q GrH , and denote by p : V ª B the naturalC
 .  .inclusion. The right Q GrH -linear map p m id: V m Q GrH ª B isk
 . .  . .b m G G -equivariant, so the kernel M of p m id is b m G G -stable.
Let m be the set of rational functions on GrH which are defined onH .
 .some dense open set containing HrH and which vanish at HrH. Define
J s py1 p V m . . .H .
w xRecall the remark about MR , I.7 at the end of Subsection 2.4. Consider3
w x w  .x w  .xthe proof in MR , I.7 that MR , I.7 iii implies MR , I.6 ii . It shows3 3 3
that J s M >. Consequently, M s J h.
 . .So we have a b m G G -equivariant short exact sequence
0 ª J h ª V m Q GrH ª Q V m Q GrH . .  .  .k C
 .  . h  .Since V embeds into Q V m Q GrH , 0 s J l V s l g J ,C g g G
w x  .where the second equality follows by MR , I.5 . Since VC m Q GrH3 C
  .  .. hhas a simple Artinian ring of left fractions namely Q V m Q GrH , JC
is a prime left Goldie ideal, and p m id induces an isomorphism
;hQ V m Q GrH rJ ª Q V m Q GrH . .  .  . . / C
 .  .GG.The center of the right hand term is Q GrH , and Q GrH s k.h  . .Since p m id is b m G-equivariant, it follows that J is b m G G -rational.
w x  .By MR , I.37 , J is b H -prime. Since H acts rationally on V, it follows3
 w x.that J is semiprime cf., e.g., the argument in V, 2.18 . By assumption, J
 . w  .xis thus left Goldie. Hence J is b H -rational by MR , I.36 iii .3
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There are now two ways to finish the proof. The first is a simple
 .induction argument on dim G: If G s H, then C embeds into Q GrH s
k, and V is rational. If H is a proper subgroup of G, then dim H - dim G
Äsince G is connected. By induction, there is some rational ideal J contain-
Ä Ä .  .ing J, such that J s F g J . Then F g J s 0.g g H g g G
The second argument requires more work, but shows that J is actually
 .  .itself rational. Denote by D the center of Q VrJ . Since J is b H -
rational, there is by Theorem 3.1, a closed subgroup K of H and an
 .  .H-equivariant embedding of D into Q HrK such that Q HrK is purely
  .. bmD . H .inseparable over the image. Set L s Q D m Q G . Following the
w x  .argument in MR , one constructs G G -equivariant embeddings of L4
 .   .  ..into Q GrH identified with the center of Q V m Q GrH and intoC
 .  .Q GrK such that Q GrK is purely inseparable over the image of L. It
follows by Lemma 3.6 that K contains a conjugate of H. Since K is a
 .subgroup of H, this implies that K s H. Thus D embeds into Q HrK s
k, implying that J is rational.
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